
Comparing Guardicore Centra and VMware NSX

Compatibility

Micro-segmentation on VMware hypervisor 

Micro-segmentation on a modern and legacy 
bare-metal  servers 

Non-VMware hypervisor compatibility  
(e.g., Hyper-V, KVM, Xen, KVM, Acropolis, etc.) 

Broad public cloud compatibility  
(e.g., AWS, GCP, Azure, Oracle Cloud, etc.)  

Openshift/Kubernetes compatibility 

Guardicore Centra offers numerous security advantages over VMware NSX1. Centra provides a unified micro-segmentation approach 
that works with both VMware and non-VMware technologies from the data center to the public cloud.

CENTRA ALSO OFFERS:
• Simpler policy creation with integrated infrastructure visualization and AI-based suggestions
• Multi-method breach detection capabilities to complement policy controls
• Flexibility to selectively segment high-value assets without incurring licensing costs and upgrade complexity for the  

entire hybrid cloud infrastructure

ATTRIBUTE NOTES

NSX-T agent support is limited to Windows Server 2012 or newer and the latest  
Linux distributions. Guardicore supports a wide range of older Windows and Linux 
distributions, along with legacy operating systems such as Solaris, AIX, and HP-UX.

NSX-T agents can function on non-VMware hypervisors, but the same operating  
system limitations that apply to bare-metal servers limit NSX’s utility on  
non-VMware hypervisors as well.

Guardicore Centra offers process-level visibility and integrated enforcement.  
VMware NSX-T does not offer process-level visibility and performs enforcement  
on 60 predefined protocols using the VMware Distributed Firewall. VMware  
Distributed Firewall use is limited to on-premises VMware hypervisors and the  
proprietary VMware Cloud for AWS, while Centra can provide process-level  
enforcement on native AWS, GCP, Azure, and Oracle Cloud instances.

VMware NSX container support requires installation of a proprietary container 
network interface (CNI) on each node.

1 VMware offers two NSX variants: NSX-V for segmentation within a single vSphere instance and NSX-T for hybrid cloud  
environments. This comparison focuses on NSX-T, which is the more practical NSX option for most organizations and the 
closest comparable VMware offering to Guardicore Centra.
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Micro-Segmentation Policies

Basic segmentation (geo, environment, zone) 

Network-level micro-segmentation  
(tier, workload, port) 

Process-level micro segmentation (including 
dynamic ports) on-premises and in the cloud

Real-time application and network visibility 
tools directly integrated into the segmentation 
policy creation workflow 

Historical application and network visibility

AI-based segmentation policy suggestion  
algorithms (based on historical data and templates)  

Detection

Built-in reputation analysis for files, IPs, and 
domain names

Dynamic deception

File integrity monitoring

Detection of network scans

Incident response workflows

ATTRIBUTE NOTES

VMware NSX support can provide enforcement for 60 predefined protocols on any  
port on-premises or using the proprietary VMware Cloud for AWS offering. Guardicore 
offers process-level micro-segmentation on any on-premises or cloud platform.

Guardicore’s visualization capabilities are fully integrated and provided under its 
standard product license. VMware requires the separate purchase of vRealize  
Network Insight (vRNI), which is not integrated with the NSX policy creation  
workflow and limited to Layer 4 / port-level visibility.


